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Abstract
The Bethe-Salpeter equation for ground state of two fermions exchang-
ing a gauge boson presents divergences in the momentum transverse, even
in the ladder aproximation projected in light-front. Gauge theories with
light-front gauge also present the difficulty associated to the instantaneous
term of the propagator of a system composed by fermions bosons-exchange
interaction. We used a prescription that allowed an apropriate description
of the singularity in the propagator of the gauge boson in the light-front.
1 Light-Front Dynamics: Definition
Beginning from Dirac’s idea [1] of representing the dynamics of the quantum
system at ligth-front times x+ = t+ z, we derive the Green’s function from the
covariant propagator that evolutes the system from one light-front hyper-surface
to another one. The light-front Green’s function is the probability amplitude
for an initial state at x+ = 0 do evolvey to a final state in the Fock-state at
some x+, where the evolution operator is defined by the light-front Hamiltonian
[2]
2 The Scalar Field Propagator








k2 −m2 + iε
. (1)




















The Fourier transform of the single boson state propagator to the in the






















































We note that for the fermion field, light-front propagator differs from the
Feynmam propagator by an instantaneous propagator.















where we choose the light-front gauge A+ = 0, nµ = (1, 0, 0,−1) and the metric
tensor is given from [2].
The light-front components (6) can be as written S+− = S−+ = S++ =




, S−⊥ = S⊥− = 2
ik⊥
k+(k2 + iε)




5 Interaction in First Order
We consider the fermion-antifermion system in the light-front with one-gauge





The fermion corresponds to the field Ψ with rest masses m and the exchanged
gauge boson to the field Aµ with mass µ = 0. The coupling constant is g.
2
The perturbative correction to the two-body propagator which comes from



















The intermediate boson propagates between the time interval x+2 − x
+
1 . The
labels in the particle propagators k and p indicates initial and k′ and p′ final
states.
Performing the Fourier transform from x+ to P− and for the total kinemat-
ical momentum P+, which we choose positive, and P⊥. The double integration











+(P+ − k′+)(P+ − k+){
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k′− − k′−on +
iε
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) γ− /kon +m(
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p− − p−on +
iε
p+
) + [γ⊥ → γ−]+
/k′on +m(
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iε
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) γ⊥ /pon +m(







From equation (10), we verified the existence of singularity in the components
(−−) and (− ⊥) in the coordinate q+ = k+ − k′+. We hoped to remove those




of the pole of the phase
space in q+ [6].
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